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The data that everyday consumers produce is becoming more and more important to the economy. Yet, as this data imbues tech corporations with tremendous wealth and power, we, the data producers, have no say as to how our data is collected or how it is used. The reign of data analytics to pursue profit above all else has led to a conflagration of data harms perpetuated against already marginalized groups. What is needed in this moment is a tool that equalizes the bargaining power between platforms and users, to give consumers meaningful control over the data they produce. In the early 20th century, labor organizers called for industrial democracy: the ability for workers to have substantial say over the conditions of their labor. For today’s datafied information economy, this Note instead calls for the need for informational democracy: the ability of consumers, as data producers, to exert meaningful control over the data that their lives engender.

This Note advocates for data unions as one such tool to achieve informational democracy. It conceptualizes data unions as democratically elected organizations that aggregate data to create collective bargaining units to negotiate with platforms as to allowed uses for data. First, the Note gives an overview of how today’s economy creates both value and harm out of data processing. Then, it argues that due to the specific nature of this value and harm creation, data unions are uniquely situated regulatory tools that can enact meaningful consumer control.
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INTRODUCTION

In our hands is placed a power greater than their hoarded gold[,] Greater than the might of armies[,] magnified a thousandfold[.]
We can bring to birth a new world from the ashes of the old For the Union makes us strong.1

—Early 20th Century Trade Union Anthem

Information machines are the sole means of vision in digital visual culture, but as the body itself becomes socially defined and handled as information, there is even more at stake in paying attention to the incursion of machines in everyday life and the forms of resistance available to us.2

—Lisa Nakamura

There are now two of each of us. One is familiar to us and under our control. The other is shrouded in secrecy and jealously guarded beyond our control, by powerful private corporations. The “familiar you” is just you, flesh and firing brain synapses, reading this Note. The “other you” is your data double, constructed by platforms from the digital trails you have left behind to be the

quantified embodiment of your features, likes, and predictability. Having access to our data doubles enables tech corporations to make population-wide predictions from data analytics. It is this process, the creation of a digital replica of your online likes and clicks, that drives the incredible profits and power of the new data economy.

From smart toilets to smart refrigerators to smart electronic plugs, the minutia of daily life is becoming traceable in data. And this data goes beyond just what utensils or social media posts we like. In January 2022, it came to light that one of world’s most popular suicide and mental health support lines, Crisis Text Line, was using and monetizing its trove of mental health data to market customer service software. In the context of people and communities existing and moving through online and technological spaces, data is nothing more than the commodification of our lives. As the Crisis Text Line example makes clear, even our most private and intimate moments are commodifiable.

The data derived from our simple acts of living, of doing, or of moving through the world has created tremendous value for the companies that collect, refine, analyze, and sell our data. It has also created tremendous private power, with corporations able to sculpt the world around us by choosing what information we see and what products we can buy. Like a positive feedback loop locked in overdrive, our engagement with these platforms creates more data
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about our preferences, resulting in more value and power for these corporations. And so, the process whirls on, faster and faster.

Yet even though our lives, crafted into data inputs, are the engine driving the new political economy for datafied information, we individually or collectively have no meaningful control over our data. Corporations acquire our data through long boilerplate contracts that leave no room for us to bargain meaningfully. In other situations, our data is collected without any consent as corporations secretly track our footsteps across the web. Individually, the data we produce is of the slimmest economic value, small enough to be incalculable. However, collectively, the value of our data is immense.

In the early 20th century, when workers suffered from little control over their labor conditions, organizers called for industrial democracy—that is, greater work control over the circumstances of their work. This Note looks to this history for inspiration. The rallying around industrial democracy embodied workers’ demand to have a greater say and control over their workplaces, and by extension, their lives. Inspired by the rallying cry for greater laborer control of their daily work lives, this Note calls for informational democracy: the ability of people, currently turned into commodified data subjects for capital, to meaningfully control the data they produce. Our data doubles as a predictive tool that directly impacts our daily lives, from our credit scores, to our mortgage access, to even our entitlement to social welfare from the state. To remedy the issues of absolute control by tech corporations and no meaningful agency on behalf of data producers, this Note envisions a solution in data unions: democratically controlled aggregated data pools that allow for individuals to meaningfully control their data as a collective bargaining unit. In the unionization of data, this Note aims to strike a path towards genuine informational democracy and consumer control over data.
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This Note adds two critical elements to the discussion surrounding data regulatory regimes and data unions. Others have written about combining data into union pools. However, these other works only envision unions as tools to monetize data production for everyday users. Phrased another way, the purpose of these data unions is to ensure that people receive compensation for the data they produce. This Note does not conceptualize data unions as a method for users to receive a data production wage. This is because a central concern of this Note, as will be argued later, is the way that data collection and algorithmic ordering threaten human autonomy. If data unions were just tools for monetization, they would not deal with autonomy concerns. Instead, they could have the opposite effect because paying people for data could incentivize people to hand even more data in a way that might undermine human autonomy. This Note’s conception of data unions is not about monetization but is about fixing the sheer power imbalance between platforms and users to ensure that people have meaningful control over their data.

The second distinction is that this Note takes a novel approach to data harms. In her article, Salomé Viljoen argued that current data regulatory regimes and proposals do not properly deal with data harms because they misunderstand the foundational factor, horizontal relations between data subjects, that drives the value of data in today’s political economy of informational capitalism. In turn, this Note builds on Viljoen’s incisive critique to show why data unions, as opposed to other proposed regulatory structures, adequately deal with how the data economy produces value for corporations while harming users.

This Note proceeds in the following way. Part I makes clear what the structure of the political economy surrounding data is. It further explains how value is created from data and how these structures harm individuals, particularly those from discriminated against communities. It then shows how current and proposed data regulations fail to accurately deal with the structure of the data economy. Part II argues that data unions would be an efficient regulatory device for the issues described in Part I, and it imagines how data unions could look and function.


22. See, e.g., Couldry & Mejias, supra note 6, at 156–57.

I.
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF DATA IS PREDICATED ON AGGREGATE DATA, NOT ON INDIVIDUAL DATA

To understand why data unions would be effective regulatory mechanisms for the datafied economy, it is first necessary to understand how value is created out of data and how data practices harm individuals. In her important article, Democratic Data, Salomé Viljoen critically argued that the data economy must be understood as driven by the horizontal relationships between data subjects (the people who data is collected from).\(^{24}\) Viljoen’s view is important because it differs from the majority of work on data regulations that focuses only on the relationship between the individual and the platform collecting the data.\(^{25}\) This Note heavily relies on Viljoen’s argument to show why data unions are an appropriate regulatory fit for the datafied economy. In this Section, the Note will show how data’s value and harms are driven by horizontal relationships between data subjects and how this harm disproportionally affects marginalized groups. It will then note how current and proposed regulations for data governance fail because they do not account for the horizontal nature of data’s political economy.

A. Data’s Value Is Driven by Horizontal Predictions Between Data Subjects

Data’s value is not predicated on our individually quantified metrics, but on what our data, taken together with other similarly situated people, reveals about population-wide trends. Phrased differently, our data’s value is not based on the vertical relationship between us and the data collector, but on the horizontal relationship between us and other data subjects and what it reveals about specific demographic groups.\(^{26}\) A vertical data social relation is the movement of data from data subject to data collector, like from a Facebook user to Facebook.\(^{27}\) A legal structure that only regulated vertical relationships would only be concerned about the power dynamic between users and the platforms they use. For example, these laws would target what data Facebook or Twitter could get from consumers. The horizontal data relationship is not between an individual data subject and collector, but between multiple data subjects, indicating population-wide conclusions.\(^{28}\) A legal structure targeting horizontal relationships would heed the way that data aggregated into specific demographic groupings, like age, could predicate trends among such a group. It is horizontal because data about one set of twenty-year-old data subjects horizontally impacts other twenty-year-olds, because the corporation is now able to make grouping-wide predictions. An example of a horizontal relationship would be the
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aggregation of a segment of similar Facebook users by geographic location, age, or another quantifier, and what that data reveals about their preferences.

Before this Note can argue why unionization for data works as a democratic data governance technique, it needs to first make clear how the political economy of informational capitalism assigns data value in the first place. Legal scholar Julie Cohen named the new era of capitalism that we are now a part of as “informational capitalism.” This term refers to the “alignment of capitalism as a mode of production with informationalism as a mode of development.” She clarified that as capitalism “is oriented toward profit-maximizing, that is, toward increasing the amount of surplus appropriated by capital on the basis of private control over the means of production and circulation,” while informationalism “is oriented . . . toward the accumulation of knowledge and towards higher levels of complexity in information processing.” Therefore, in our current era of informational capitalism, “market actors use knowledge, culture, and networked information technologies as a means of extracting and appropriating surplus value.”

In informational capitalism, a new commodity is of critical importance: data. Data can be understood as the commodification of human life, where the traces of what we do, what we buy, who we interact with, where we go, etc., become inputs to create surplus value for extraction. To facilitate access to data, informational capitalism is dictated by an ideology of datafication, “which insists that every aspect of life must be transmuted into data as the form in which all life becomes useful for capital.” Yet to achieve datafication, corporations must have a way to control the flow of extracted data. To accomplish this, informational capitalism encloses and creates a corporate semi-property interest of the formerly intangible resource of data.

While data is not formally recognized as a kind of intellectual property, overlaps in contract law and trade secret law have effectively rendered data as a de facto form of property that users have no control over. Phrased differently, despite data not being treated as de jure intellectual property, corporations have effectively exploited contract and trade secret law to create property-like privileges over the data they collect. Platforms use these two areas of law to create zones that allow them to exclude any other party from reaching the company’s own data trove. To access internet platforms, users are required to
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agree to boilerplate contracts.\textsuperscript{39} These contracts are often the legal starting point of the vertical data relationship.\textsuperscript{40} At our point of access to the service, platforms require that users give full control over data, while voiding the ability of users, third-party vendors, and advertisers to understand the platform’s algorithm and data collection processes.\textsuperscript{41} Therefore, at the initial point of contact with a platform, users lose any control over the data they produce. Rather than a contract of meaningful assent, these boilerplate contracts are nonnegotiable. People are likely to click “Yes” not because they understand the terms, but because they acknowledge that consenting to the agreement is the only path to the service.\textsuperscript{42}

To make matters worse, corporations often acquire our data even without the modicum of consent embodied in boilerplate contracts as discussed above. Both Twitter and Facebook collect data on people who do not have accounts, yet end up on a webpage that has a link to a Twitter or Facebook page or like button.\textsuperscript{43} Facebook maintains and updates data profiles on users who have deactivated their accounts, which raises questions as to whether users can ever meaningfully opt out of Facebook’s surveillance after initially signing up for an account.\textsuperscript{44} Furthermore, Facebook embeds code in websites that allows them to track users without consent.\textsuperscript{45} It is currently unclear how extensive the reach of Facebook’s tracking across the web is.\textsuperscript{46} Everyday internet users have no say over how their data is collected, and therefore no control over the data’s subsequent uses.

Once platforms have acquired users’ data, the corporations must refine it. The acquired data flows are “processed to generate patterns and predictions about data subjects’ preferences and behaviors.”\textsuperscript{47} Platforms create data doubles of all users from these generated patterns and predictions. Each data double is tied to an actual person.\textsuperscript{48} After collecting users’ activities, likes, preferences, connections, etc. in data form, the data double becomes the refined embodiment of our simulated behavior.\textsuperscript{49} The data double’s purpose is to “make human behaviors and revealed preferences calculable, predictable, and profitable in aggregate ... they are designed to enable the statistical construction,
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management of, and trade in populations.”  

Aggregation of data doubles into specific demographic segments, like race, age, sexual orientation, and religion, creates value. Each segmented group then has “probabilistically determined behavioral profiles” that companies buy to reach consumers likely to want their product. This is why, as noted before, regulation should focus on the horizontal data relationship between two data subjects. The utility of the data doubles is in pooling them together so that specific demographic-wide predictions are quantifiable. For example, in combining the data doubles of those from a like-income, like-age, like-geographic-area grouping, corporations can target specific trends about that group’s likes, dislikes, tastes, and shopping habits. Phrased differently, data’s value is not in tracing the wants of a specific individual, but in the ability to predict, based on aggregated sets of data doubles, what a targeted demographic group will want or care about.

Data cultivators derive value from data by selling their crafted data double tranches into data markets. Data markets are markets where businesses and other organizations can purchase data double pools as inputs into their own production processes. Again, purchasers are not buying a single data double itself, but rather specific demographic groupings of data doubles that have been constructed for a predetermined purpose: predictions on this group’s likes and preferences. It is important to highlight that data analytics companies, such as Databricks or Integrate.io, misrepresent what they do as knowledge creation. Databricks promises to “[d]erive new insights.” Integrate.io claims to be a “Single Source of Truth.” In doing so, these companies present themselves as primarily in the business of knowledge production. However, as Julie Cohen points out, “[t]he data refinery is only secondarily an apparatus for producing knowledge; it is principally an apparatus for producing wealth. It facilitates new and unprecedented surplus extraction strategies within which data flows extracted from people . . . are commodity inputs, valuable only insofar as their choices and behaviors can be monetized.” Businesses purchase data access because this allows them to plug consumers into their marketing goal for specific consumer segments. Platforms and data analytic firms are not engaging in a benevolent form of knowledge production for knowledge’s sake. Instead, they are engaging in the profit-driven datafication that defines informational capitalism.
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B. The Data Political Economy Also Produces Harms Based on Horizontal Relations

Not only is data’s value predicated on the horizontal predictive relationship between data subjects, but current data practices enact horizontal harms on vulnerable populations. Again, a horizontal relationship is one between two data subjects, rather than a vertical relationship between user and platform. Viljoen critically argued that while everyone may be equally subjected to abusive vertical relations, like minimal agency in assenting to collection practices, horizontal relations between data subjects lead to unjust harms based on preexisting social inequality. So while we all may have unconsented-to caches of information being collected on us, there is more harm when data becomes a conduit for preexisting societal discrimination to flow. A paradigmatic example of this horizontal harm is the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protections (CBP) purchase of location data from data analytics companies. These agencies purchased access to a commercial database that mapped the movements of millions of Americans. The location information located in the database had originally been collected by cellphone apps for games, weather, and e-commerce. The data was then used to locate and arrest undocumented immigrants based on the data points that placed them at remote places along the Mexican border. Essentially, these government agencies used a large data cache to isolate features amongst the aggregated data that suggested undocumented status. Because the authorities were able to purchase the data cache from marketing companies, the agencies were able to avoid the necessary warrant application they would have needed to gather the location information from cellphone companies themselves.

Another example is that of a top Catholic Church official, Jeffrey Burril. He resigned after his cellphone data was used to show that he routinely used the gay dating app, Grindr, which tracked him to gay bars. While it is unclear who utilized the information on Burril, someone was able to purchase a cache of data and use it to identify him. Whoever did this then reported the information to The Pillar, a newsletter that reports on the Catholic Church. This forthcoming news story led to Burril’s resignation. The Pillar’s story reported that someone had
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used purchased data to “correlate” Burril’s location at gay bars through his Grindr usage.\textsuperscript{66}

There are many more examples of abuse of location data, from the IRS using data to track suspects,\textsuperscript{67} to apps that help Muslims time their prayers selling data to companies that then sell to military contractors,\textsuperscript{68} to police using unreliable predictive algorithms based on crime data sets that reinforce the oversurveillance of Black, Brown, and poor communities.\textsuperscript{69} Viljoen critically made clear that while the patterns that data reveal about us are not inherently oppressive, the data patterns that become associated with discriminated groups “become constitutive of how members of [these] population[s] are socially defined and acted upon in oppressive ways.”\textsuperscript{70} These harms are horizontal because data analytic predications based on data sets of large populations become ways to target discriminated-against groups. In an already unequal society, data analytics can become tools to bolster preexisting structural inequalities.

\textbf{C. The Current Data Regulatory Structure Is Ineffective Against Both Vertical and Horizontal Harms}

The existing privacy framework does nothing to stop horizontal harms by focusing only on \textit{individualized} data. The current data regulation regime is predicated on attempting to stop vertical harms between the data subject and the data cultivator, neglecting to consider the value that platforms derive from \textit{aggregated} data. Many privacy laws are based on the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPS), which views fair data practices as those that give people meaningful control of how their data is processed and used.\textsuperscript{71} However, this has resulted in the regime of boilerplate contracts mentioned earlier, now known as “notice and consent,”\textsuperscript{72} that give an illusion of consumers being on notice to corporate data extraction practices. However, as articulated above in the boilerplate contracts discussion, notice and
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consent is not a successful regulatory framework as it currently does not allow actual consent to the terms of data extraction and use. In fact, platforms have many incentives to make enrollment in their data collection practices “seamless and near-automatic” to dissuade users from fully understanding what is at stake. Again, this brings up Twitter’s and Facebook’s practices of automatically collecting data from people who go to a website with a “like” button linked to the respective platform. Given the issues with current notice and consent structures, it is hard to argue that any current acquiescence to data collection protocols is meaningful within FIPPS guidelines. Yet, as this Section has already shown, there are serious data harms that develop due to the relationality of data subjects. Even if notice and consent effectively empowered data subjects to meaningfully negotiate with data cultivators, this regulatory structure would do nothing to stop the horizontal harms because it only locates the possibility of harm in the vertical relationship. By only focusing on the flow of data from person to platform, FIPPS cannot adequately address the population-level harms the allowed for ICE’s use of data to target undocumented immigrants. Therefore, the issue with notice and consent is not only that it allows largely unconsented-to data harvesting, but that it also pools data into a resource that data analytic firms can process to enact societal systems on inequity.

Notice and consent regulation’s inability to deal with horizontal harms is epitomized by the story of Life360, a popular app. Life360 is a family safety app that has thirty-three million users worldwide. It is marketed as an app that allows families to know where other family members are at all times. It is particularly popular with parents who wish to track their children’s locations. The app provides precise real-time locations of users, and if they are in a car, the speed at which they are driving. While Life360 bills itself as a safety app for families, it makes a large percentage of its profits from selling its users’ location data to data brokers who have been known to sell data to the U.S. Department of Defense. In 2020, Life360 made nearly 20% of its revenue from selling data culled from its userbase.

Notice and consent has done little to protect people from informational capitalism’s horizontal harms. Life360 is, in fact, one of many apps that sells into
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the $12 billion market for buying and selling location data. With apps that use location features, it is hard to know which ones just use users’ data for the app’s functionality and which ones sell users’ locations into the marketplace.

Once location data gets sold into the marketplace, “it can be sold over and over again, from the data providers to an aggregator that resells data from multiple sources.” Apps, like Life360, use “seamless and near-automatic” consent that technically adheres to notice and consent. However, while still within current regulations, the selling and reselling of consumer data empowers data analytics to be deployed on large population data sets that enable the kinds of horizontal harm like ICE purchasing location data to target undocumented immigrants. The failure of notice and consent does little to dissuade abusive data cultivation practices. Once firms already have the data, the current regime does nothing to protect people against the horizontal harms that data can inflict on the marginalized.

**D. Proposed Data Reforms Also Fail to Address Horizontal Harms**

Widespread recognition of the issues with the current data governance structure has led to two kinds of reform proposals. These two reform proposals fall under two categories: propertarian reforms and dignitarian reforms. Both proposals fail because, like FIPPS, they fail to appreciate the horizontal nature of data’s political economy.

Propertarian reforms argue that the issue with the political economy of data is that there is a formal absence of people’s property rights in their data. These proposals consider the activities that produce data as labor, and they are concerned that data subjects are not properly renumerated for their role in the wealth created by data. An example of a propertarian reform is a legal structure that gives users a property-like claim to their data in exchange for payment and/or a private right of action to sue over misuse.

Dignitarian reforms involve regulation based on conceptions of human dignity that are undermined by data cultivation. These proposals view data as an extension of the human and are concerned about the dehumanizing effects of ceaseless datafication and commodification of our personal lives as inputs into
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informational capitalism.\textsuperscript{89} Dignitarian reforms are also concerned with the algorithmic sorting of populations in the process of datafication, where data subjects become legible patterns with preferences that are fed into algorithms. In turn, the algorithms act on the individual, creating a positive feedback loop where “[the] cycle reinscribes algorithmic ways of understanding the subject back onto the subject herself, undermining her capacity for self-formation and the enactment of her self-will.”\textsuperscript{90} Dignitarian proposals advocate for legal regimes that treat data as an extension of the self and allow users to claim a right to self-determination outside of algorithmic sorting.\textsuperscript{91} As opposed to property that could be disposed of, such dignitarian natural rights in data would be seen an universal inalienable rights.\textsuperscript{92}

As Viljoen made clear in her Article, both proposals suffer from downfalls. However, both proposals also highlight important concerns of current data practices. Propertarian concerns are valid because it is true that people produce the data that makes platforms exceedingly wealthy without any benefit. Dignitarian concerns are additionally important because it is true that the continual data cultivation, surveillance, and subjection to algorithmic sorting can affect self-expression.\textsuperscript{93} While both proposals raise valid concerns, neither proposal would adequately deal with the other proposal’s identified issue. For example, a propertarian regime would potentially give people money for the data produced, but it would undermine a dignitarian proposal because people would be incentivized to hand over greater amounts of data for money. Thus, a propertarian regime would contribute to the greater commodification of data that dignitarian reforms are concerned with.\textsuperscript{94}

However, most importantly, neither dignitarian nor propertarian proposals adequately deal with the horizontal harms of data collection. For example, under a propertarian legal regime, Person A could be incentivized to hand over greater amounts of data because there is renumeration for data production. However, Person B, who has a similar demographic and geographic profile to Person A, might make the conscious decision to not use any apps or produce as little data as possible. Person A’s data production would harm Person B because their similarity would in turn make Person B more recognizable to corporations despite an absence of Person B’s actual data. Therefore, Person B is not harmed through the vertical relation of a corporation harvesting their data, but they are instead harmed horizontally by Person A’s willingness to hand over data that makes Person B recognizable. A similar example could be made in a dignitarian regime. Let’s say again that Person B decides to invoke their inalienable
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dignitarian right to be free from surveillance. However, Person A, who again has a very similar demographic and geographic profile, decides to opt in. Person B is again harmed horizontally by Person A’s decision. These examples highlight precisely what Viljoen has argued: “both propertarian and dignitarian reforms attempt to reduce legal interests in information to individualist claims subject to individualist remedies that are structurally incapable of representing the population-level interests that arise due to data-horizontal relations.”95 Both propertarian and dignitarian reforms suffer similar issues as FIPPS because they only target the vertical relationship structure of rights and obligations between the data subject and data cultivator. Therefore, both proposals fail to adequately address the horizontal relational structure that both harms people and drives data’s value as a commodity.

Today, to be a part of society is to be digitized into data inputs for informational capitalism. This Section’s argument reveals that the absolute power lies in the side of platforms that defines the political economy of data, while people who are requisite for data production have no meaningful ability to control their own data. Despite the fact that we produce tremendous value, we suffer scores of harms. These value and harms cannot be understood as individualized. Instead, as this Section argues, both the value and harms of data need to be understood in the horizontal relationships that produce both. This is not to say that the vertical harms considered by propertarian and dignitarian concerns are not important. However, these respective reform proposals are inadequate at dealing with the current political economy of data that is driven by the value created from horizontal relations. Instead of regulation that only deals with vertical harms, we need a data governance system that views “[d]atafication (or, more precisely, data production) [as] wrongful if and when it materializes unjust social relations along either the vertical or horizontal axis.”96

II. THE NEED FOR INFORMATIONAL DEMOCRACY

In 1915, the United States Commission on Industrial Relations released a report that stated, “Political freedom can exist only where there is industrial freedom; political democracy only where there is industrial democracy.”97 The demand for “industrial democracy” galvanized the labor movement of the early 20th century.98 Industrial democracy was viewed as a solution to the lack of control that workers experienced at work. It was a rallying cry “for ‘the absolute and inalienable rights of workers’ to exercise ‘a compelling voice’ in determining their working conditions.”99 The right of workers to organize in
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unions to demand a more just workplace was critical to the foundation of industrial democracy.100

In today’s world of informational capitalism, we need informational democracy to be at the center of any data regulatory regime. Our lives are increasingly dictated by algorithms we understand little about,101 and platforms tinker with us as experimental subjects to figure out how to nudge our actions in certain ways.102 People, constructed as data subject inputs into informational capitalism, are constrained and manipulated by systems designed for extraction and profit. As industrial democracy was about the need for workers to have greater say in how the workplace operated, this Note’s invocation of informational democracy is about people’s ability as data producers to meaningfully exert control over the data economy that their daily lives engender. Any regulatory framework that has informational democracy at its core must affirmatively empower citizens to meaningfully control data’s vertical and horizontal relationships on their own terms.

Labor unions are an inspiration for how informational democracy can be implemented today. In the workplace, unions are critical to bringing material change on workers’ terms. Because individual workers lack the necessary power to bring management to the table for meaningful negotiation, unions allow for workers to aggregate their influence together to collectively demand better terms.103 Like workers in the workplace, data subjects’ value is based on their aggregate contribution, and individual data subjects lack any meaningful ability to negotiate with platforms.104 Based on the similar need of a large unit for bargaining, the key governance structure for industrial democracy, the union, would also work for informational democracy. The consolidation of people’s data into large union data pools would, as unions give collective bargaining power in negotiating with management, allow unionized data subjects to take meaningful control back from the platform power that increasingly shapes the world.

This Section will first show what unions have traditionally accomplished in the labor context. Second, it will describe how data unions could be organized. Third, it will show how data unions, as an informational democracy governance tool, would deal with the data economy’s vertical and horizontal harms.
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A. Unions Increase Wages and Protect Worker Dignity

Unions are bargaining units with democratically elected leadership who advocate for workers to have increased wages and promote workers’ ability to live dignified lives.\textsuperscript{105} Unions help workers to receive a larger share of the value that their work produces. On average, unionized workers have salaries that are 28 percent higher than similarly situated nonunionized workers.\textsuperscript{106} Furthermore, despite the racist legacy of many unions in the 20th century,\textsuperscript{107} today, union membership for Black workers is a key factor in lowering the Black-White wage gap. This is because Black workers are more likely than White workers to be in unions, and Black workers get a larger boost to their wages from being in a union than White workers do. Black workers get paid 13.1 percent more than similarly situated nonunionized Black workers. These same statistics apply to unionized Latinx workers, who get paid 20.1 percent more than their nonunionized peers.\textsuperscript{108} Furthermore, being a union member was critical for many workers’ ability to weather the economic crisis precipitated by COVID.\textsuperscript{109}

Unions are not just successful in increasing wages, but they are also essential for protecting workers’ ability to live a dignified life. Since the early 20th century, workers have used the phrase “bread and roses” as a metaphor for the working conditions they demanded.\textsuperscript{110} This slogan signified that workers did not want just the needed wage to buy “bread” for survival, but that they also wanted working conditions that would allow them to enjoy the “roses” of life.\textsuperscript{111} Banding together in unions aided workers in finding “a voice in determining the conditions of their work, and their desire to claim their rights as citizens through their labor.”\textsuperscript{112} Unions have intangible benefits giving workers the “dignity and independence that comes when ‘they have to treat you like a [person].’”\textsuperscript{113} The dignitarian concerns for unions can be seen today with wins that give workers meaningful paid vacation, consistent schedules that allow workers to schedule
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their lives, and the increased likelihood of obtaining health insurance and paid family leave.\textsuperscript{114}

While the labor context obviously differs from data production, the discussion above highlights that labor unions effectively achieve goals that their members could not reach individually. The organization of worker unions was a response to the lack of bargaining power that laborers possessed vis-à-vis their employers. Individually, the worker had no ability to meaningfully bargain with their employer regarding the terms of their employment. Yet, their collectivism forced employers to the table. As this Note states, data subjects similarly lack any ability to bargain with platforms to the terms of their data usage. Because data in the aggregate creates its value, the collective withholding of data access would meaningfully tilt the current power imbalance between data subjects and data cultivators.

\textbf{B. For the Data Unions Make Us Strong}

Data unions would nurture the growth of informational democracy. The premise of the data union is inserting a point of friction in the initial extractive vertical relationship between data subject and data cultivator. Data unions would be a new third party directly between data subjects and the platforms as data cultivators. Instead of data flowing uninhibited to the cultivator, the data would be shunted off into the data union. As previously noted, current data collection practices engender no agency on the part of the person whose data is collected.\textsuperscript{115} It is at the point of initial contact between the data subject and cultivator at which the person loses any control over their data. However, in a data union regulatory structure, platforms and other entities would no longer be entitled to user data because the data would first be deposited in a union the user is a member of. Therefore, if any entity desired access to data, it would be forced to negotiate the terms of access with the data union. Such collective bargaining with platforms has the potential to radically clear the opaqueness with which many platforms currently operate and use data.

Essential to the organization of data unions would be the cornerstone that data unions “conceive of citizen data as a public resource (or infrastructure) to be managed via public governance and in furtherance of public goals.”\textsuperscript{116} This paper conceives of data unions as democratic institutions with regularly elected leadership that implement the general policy goals of the whole union. However, beyond these initial foundational points, there is the question of how to organize data into union structures. Labor unions are organized by workplace and trade. Workers know which union to go to based on their employer and the nature of their work. What about for data collectives?
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There are a couple of possibilities for how data unions could be organized. One way to organize data unions is by geographic locality. The union could exist at any geographic size, from state, county, city, or even neighborhood. Union membership dictated by geography is well-suited to deal with the harms caused by location data mining. Location data is highly valuable for many reasons, as seen earlier with the examples of government purchases to target certain groups. It is also incredibly valuable because hedge funds use it to understand foot traffic of certain businesses to guide their investment decisions. Geographically-bounded data unions based on location would best deal with such harms because, by binding together a location’s data, whole areas of location data would be uniformly affected.

To understand why geographic locality unions would best serve location data harms, we must imagine an example of unions not based on geography. Non-geographic unions could potentially have different views on location data, which would mean data cultivators have varying access to data. In this hypothetical, there are two neighbors, A and B. A is in a union with a lax data policy surrounding location. A’s union essentially hands over any location data that a data cultivator seeks out. B is in a union that tightly controls location data. As next-door neighbors, A and B live very similar lives. Despite B’s best efforts to be in a union that closely guards location data, firms and data analytics would still have access to A’s movements. As previously stated, data’s value is not predicated on the individual’s data but on what it predicts about similarly situated groups. Despite a firm’s lack of access to B’s data, a firm could still build a profile on B with A’s movement data because A and B are next-door neighbors. Thus, B’s best efforts to be shielded from such practices are undermined and B would still be horizontally harmed by A’s data. As this hypothetical makes clear, two neighbors, even with different data protections in place, can undermine the very purpose of data unions as regulatory structures. This is because despite B being in a union with strict rules on what types of location data can be passed onto platforms, A’s information still has the potential to harm B’s privacy interests.

Data unions bounded by geographic limits would allow communities to decide how data policies would best serve themselves. This form of data union could be an important way that marginalized communities employ self-determinative practices. Today, the United States is still highly segregated by race and class. As stated before, data practices and the predictions they enable are not in and of themselves discriminatory. The issue is that in an unequal society, data then becomes a tool that magnifies targeted oppression of already-
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marginalized groups. As neighborhoods in the United States are still often segregated by class and race, underlying discrimination allows for data practices to manifest as violent physical intrusions into such communities.

Consider, for example, police departments’ usage of predictive policing software. Despite known inaccuracies in the predictions, Predpol, an algorithmic software, relentlessly targeted Black and Latinx neighborhoods and communities that qualified for federal free and reduced lunch programs. For many White and more middle- to upper-class neighborhoods, Predpol went years without predicting a single crime. Data-driven predictive policing is almost impossible to achieve because Black and Brown community members are more likely to report crimes than White and upper-class community members. It is not that crimes do not happen in White and upper- and middle-class neighborhoods, but that less reports of such crimes are completed. Despite PredPol’s acknowledgment of studies that showed its algorithm reinforced inequality, PredPol still went ahead and marketed its program to police forces across the country.

Geographic unions would be an advantageous bargaining unit because who knows better than the communities themselves as to what issues and discrimination they are facing? In a world of Predpol software, communities would be empowered to withhold any data on crimes (especially if the data union policy’s covered local policing institutions) or data that would allow algorithms to classify their neighborhoods as poor, working class, Black, Latinx, immigrant, or similar neighborhoods. Geographic unions would be informational democracy tools that empower discriminated-against communities to have a material say in how their data affects their community.

Rather than discrete and separate geographical unions, it could make sense to have one national data union that combines all U.S. residents into one pool that is broken down into various geographical subunits. This could look like one national pool with data pools broken down into geographic regions like Northeastern states, West Coast states, and Midwestern states. The next level down would be the data union for the state and so on. Each geographical unit would be empowered by its own bargaining unit that sets policy. Such a structure would operate in concentric circles of policy: policies that are voted on and win at the national level apply nationally then data governance structures that win at the regional level then apply regionally. This may be more desirable than separate geographic unions spanning the country, like for every state or city, as this could lead to a splintered and ungovernable web of data policies across the country. A national-subnational structure instead could create more uniformity.

Under this national-subnational union structure, smaller union units could still
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have differing policies, while large areas of the country would be governed by uniform policies.

The scope and increasing population of each level would also help ensure adequate bargaining power at various levels of size. If, for example, unions were just tethered to a state or city, then depending on population, different localities would have different power to bargain with platforms over data usage. A New York City data union, due to its population and size of its aggregated data, would have much more bargaining potential for favorable policy than a small town would have. By structuring unions in a national system of decreasing size, a small-town data union in New York state would be tied into the next higher level of organization, the New York state’s data union. This would allow for great population density, and therefore greater bargaining potential. A smaller New York town, at a higher level of geographic organization, could then be tied into policy that the population from New York City can help them win because they would all be folded into the New York state data union.

Instead of organizing data unions based on geography, the organization of a data union could be predicated on policy. In this scenario, there could be several unions available to U.S. residents nationally and, based on each union’s policy platforms regarding data, people could decide which union they want to be a part of. This would have the benefit of ensuring that every person’s data is largely handled in a way that best accords with their views on data practices. For instance, if we had geographical data bargaining units and if someone lived in an area where the population overall did not agree with that person’s views on data practices, then that person would still be subjected to data cultivation that undermined their beliefs. In data unions predicated on policy distinction, everyone would be able to have their data handled largely in line with how they wish. Yet, organizing data union structure around policy could be undesirable due to the lack of cohesive locality information. This point goes back to the argument raised in the example above of next-door neighbors A and B, where A’s legibility of location information impacts B despite B’s union’s tight control of location data. Therefore, this kind of horizontal harm would not be fully protected against without unions based on geographic units.

C. Data Unions Could Protect Against Vertical and Horizontal Harms

Unions as data governance tools would protect people from both vertical and horizontal harms of data cultivation practices. Importantly, data unions would enable people to deal with the concerns that are highlighted by propertarian and dignitarian reform proposals.

Dignitarian concerns claim that data is an extension of human self-expression and are concerned with the ways that data cultivation practices undermine the self’s autonomy. One such dignitarian objection to current data regimes, highlighted earlier, is to the feedback loop that develops when inputting predictive behavior as data doubles into algorithms creates a cycle where such
predictions become reinforced as actions are brought upon the people tied to the prediction.\textsuperscript{125} This concern is explored in depth in Professor Frank Pasquale’s book, \textit{The Black Box Society: The Secret Algorithms That Control Money and Information}, which argues that society is more and more controlled by algorithms that are shrouded in secrecy.\textsuperscript{126} This process of secretive algorithmic sorting touches processes from welfare benefit determinations to credit scoring to foster care determinations.\textsuperscript{127} In recent years, legal aid lawyers have been flagging a growing number of public services that are determined through algorithms.\textsuperscript{128} However, government agencies that utilize such algorithmic sorting do so without transparency or accountability. For example, a direct services lawyer attempted to challenge a determination for a client who had been cut off from Medicaid. The nurse representing the government at trial was unable to explain why the client had been taken off Medicaid because the determination had been made by an algorithm that the nurse did not understand, nor did she have access to its determination process.\textsuperscript{129}

Furthermore, as more state and city governments across the country switch to using algorithms for determining access to public benefits, their respective legislatures have little to no understanding as to how these algorithms work and which services are being wed to them.\textsuperscript{130} To make matters worse, any attempts by legislatures to pass bills aimed at better understanding government use of algorithms have been met by antagonistic tech lobbying campaigns to stall such bills.\textsuperscript{131} Thus, government’s basic services are contracted out to AI corporations that opaquey exert control over vulnerable populations’ access to essential services without any effective oversight whatsoever. While the poor are uniquely vulnerable, algorithms affect us all, from how Google lists search results to how credit scores are calculated.\textsuperscript{132} Dignitarian data reforms are concerned by the unaccountability over these algorithms that shape our everyday lives.

Data unions would be an effective tool to remedy the ways our lives are unaccountably shaped by algorithms. In data unions’ negotiations with government agencies or platforms that want unionized data to be placed into algorithms, data unions could demand that algorithms’ criteria and innerworkings be revealed. Such a bargain would allow data unions to uncover and make public the ways that private algorithms are ordering life and help
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illuminate how the world is being shaped. With such information out in the open, the public would be better able to contest such sorting. In fact, once algorithmic processes become known, data unions could in turn refuse to deal with any platform or government agency that uses algorithms shown to impose ineffective or discriminatory classifications on people. There are also growing movements to suggest that platforms should be banned from using surveillance advertising to target specific demographics of people. Unions would be empowered to decide that they will no longer sell data to marketing or data analytic firms, or that they would only provide data to corporations that did not engage in surveillance marketing. There are endless possibilities for how data unions could determine what kinds of algorithms can access their data and on what terms.

Propertarian reforms are those that wish to provide data subjects formal, legal property rights over their data. In this way, people would be able to monetize or have effective control over their data once it is produced through legal ownership. The treatment of aggregated data as the common property of the data union would also address propertarian concerns. By allowing property in data for the union, the union would be able to support itself economically with the underlying value of the data. As the union negotiates and bargains with platforms and other entities for access to the union’s data, the contract could include a term specifying that a fee must be paid to the union for access to certain pieces of data. By utilizing the data as value-raising property, the unions’ cost would be covered, empowering the bargaining unit to do the work of effectively protecting members’ interests. This is important because it is unlikely that individualized payments to data subjects are possible due to complexity of a micro-payment system based on data production. However, the union itself would have access to the aggregate value of its members data, and it could gain value from its negotiation. In this way, while people would be unable to receive monetary payment, they would still be able to benefit materially because the union, as a self-sustaining monetary entity, would have the ability to achieve informational democracy. This would also avoid the previously mentioned concern regarding propertarian reforms that monetizing data would merely encourage people to hand over more data, increase extraction from daily life, and undermine dignitarian concerns.

Most importantly, beyond vertical propertarian and dignitarian concerns, data unions would also effectively deal with horizontal harms. The value gained from predicative analytics on aggregate data drives the political economy of
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Therefore, to be an effective tool for harnessing meaningful informational democracy, data governance reforms must be in tune with how data creates value and harms. Data unions would be responsive to the horizontal harms. With data unions giving aggregated groups of persons control over their aggregate data, corporations could be disempowered from making the demographic-specific predictions necessary for rendering people data-legible. Most importantly, by grouping data subjects together, unionized members would have the same data protocols applied to their data. Let’s return to the example used earlier. Person B does not want to produce any data, but is demographically similar to Person A in location, age, income range, race, etc. As much as Person B may try to protect themselves from corporate legibility through data practices, Person A’s data could still be used to make predictions about Person B. However, if Person A and Person B were instead bound by the same data regulatory rules because of a geographic union, Person A’s data decision would no longer have as strong as an impact on Person B because they would both be under the same regulatory structure. Thus, it would no longer just be up to Person A as to how their data gets used. Instead, as equal union members in a data union, Person B also has a say as to how Person A’s data gets used and impacts Person B.

Take the real-world example of ICE purchasing access to data pools to target undocumented immigrants—by passing data to a union first, the union could decide that location data will never be passed onto a third party. Even if a union did decide to pass along some location data, the union would be empowered in negotiating to demand only certain uses for data. Such negotiations could include refusing to provide data of any kind to criminal enforcement offices, immigration agencies, or defense contractors. As for the initial and control repository of data, the union would be in the position to decide what outside access to data consists of. If data unions are democratically governed, people will be empowered to decide what such terms will look like. In this way, the critical need for the greater control of informational capitalism, reined in by informational democracy, can be achieved.

CONCLUSION

The economy of data production can function as it does only because platforms have the sole power to define the terms of their access to our data, while we, the data producers, have no say whatsoever. This arrangement has awarded tech corporations with immense wealth and tremendous power that allows them to unaccountably shape our daily lives. Yet despite the status quo, things need not remain the same. As author Ursula K. Le Guin once said, “We live in capitalism, its power seems inescapable— but then, so did the divine right of kings. Any human power can be resisted and changed by human beings.”
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With a nod to Le Guin’s description of the malleability of human power, this Note argues that even though the tech titans currently exercise invasive control, our power, the combined efforts of citizen data producers, can bring these corporations to heel. As the laborers of the late 19th and early 20th century collectively stood against the industrial barons of their time in calling for industrial democracy, so too must data producers join together today to demand informational democracy: the ability to meaningfully exert control over the data economy that our lives engender. As this Note has shown, because of the horizontal nature of both the data economy’s value and harms, data unions would be a unique tool to handle regulation over the datafied economy.

While this paper suggests a new way of envisioning democratic and collective data regulation, it is only the starting point of imagining a future where citizens meaningfully engage with the data economy. It is the goal of this paper to argue that data unions would be an effective tool, yet this argument in turn raises other questions. For example, how would data unions be implemented? Would they need to be enacted by congressional statute that created the quasi-governmental structure that allowed for the geographical union structure tethered to locality? Or could individual citizens themselves organize data unions as apps or platforms embedded in their devices that exerted control over user data before other data cultivators could access them? Another strain of questions asks whether everyday citizens are literate enough in understanding data practices to vote on policies if data unions existed today. Current studies suggest that individuals might currently not have the requisite knowledge of data to be considered literate. Thus, questions of how to best educate populations about data and whether data unions could simultaneously become a tool to teach broadly about harmful data practices remain. While beyond the scope of this initial paper, these are all important questions to be answered someday.

If we address the need for everyday people to meaningfully thwart data harms, the status quo will not continue. Our likes, our fears, our desires, and our lives create the data. We create the value in this informationalized economy. We imbue the tech giants with their tremendous power. We need informational democracy that democratically balances this inequity of power. Data unions are one such way.
